Abstract-The advancement of social blog, Tweeter and FaceBook has improvised the broad consumer to influence the public opinion and feasibility of brands. Therefore opinion mining and related verticals are of equal importance in prediction as well as in social networked paradigms. We envisage different learning pattern of learning in social network in the form colouring (a social differentiation task) and consensus (a social agreement task) in a networked setting. We investigate the influence that subjects have on their network neighbours and the collective outcome, and find that it varies considerably. The basis of social network information is uncertain in nature hence the learning pattern becomes unsupervised and it takes substantial time to differentiate and aggregate un likely to other conventional network based learning. The paper also explores the possibilities of automated flavour of learning, and decision making with in case consumer consensus on web, which broadly solicits social networking based decision support activities.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ever-enhancing amount of information available on the web, predominantly as manifested in hyperlinked blogs and social network posts, tweets have emphasized substantial research focused on understanding interactions between authors and the emerging trends. Blogs and news articles on the web offer an opportunity for readers to share their thoughts and opinions likes and dislikes on an issue by creating a new post those hyperlinks to the original post. Participants create a directed graph in which posts represent nodes and hyperlinks represent edges through this paradigm. In most social organizations, where decentralized settings prevail, the research challenge is to explore the similarity trend out of different behaviroal traits.
The learning pattern remains unorthodox, as all the social media, networking and organizations follow an unconventional pattern of learning. As the players in social network always tend to form cluster, which either could be consensus or agreement. In the each setting of social network session, each post could be assigned to a vertex in an categorically chosen network, and given a rewardal incentive to strive for a global solution to the problem [1]. This behaviour is accepted with coloring concepts to quantify NP complete in the learning paradigm, while consensus is trivial. Irrespective of consensus and agreement the study demonstrates that how to learn when the large quantity of labelled source data is augmented with a small amount of labelled target data, for example, when new FaceBook user has begun to receive the suggestion for adding new friends in network.
Even we envisage the voting mechanism of Facebook which was announced the preliminary results of a sitegovernance vote, a ballot in which the users concept of highly clustered networks with higher throughput, such as cliques than in networks with low clustering i.e. in random networks [2] .
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows: Section 2 mentions the anomalies of machine learning in the context of social networking. Section 3 elaborates specific collective behaviour and learning experienced in different instances like herding behaviours in financial markets [4], Hollywood trends [6], and critical mass phenomena in group activities [5] , which are fare amounts of automated blends in learning and decision making through natural agents. A brief use case flow with example has been illustrated Section 4 gives conclusion and depicts the importance of the study.
II. ANOMALIES OF MACHINE LEARNING
Theoretically, we consolidate the conceptual frame work of machine learning that corresponds parallel flavour of social network resemblance. Through three tier architecture, entire machine learning concept could be realized and context of social networking is validated.
• State Space. At each time step, each agent i is in some state s i chosen from a known, finite set S of size K for any social network. K as being large, and thus we explore those algorithms whose running time scales polynomially in K and other parameters.
• Initial State Distribution. We assume that the initial population state s is drawn according to a fixed but unknown distribution P over S N . During induction part of social networking for the first time, it needs to be modified and will experience trajectories of the collective behaviour in which the initial state is drawn from P. The standard learning models are shared in nature, and must generalize with respect to this same distribution.
Agent Strategy Class. We assume that each agent's strategy is drawn from a known class C of (typically probabilistic) mappings from the recent collective behaviour into the agent's next state or action in S.
Hence, the concept of learning and typically machine learning has been introduced. The goal of the learner is to find a generative model that can efficiently produce trajectories from a distribution that is arbitrarily close to that generated by the true population.
III. SPECIFIC LEARNING INSTANCES: CONTEXT OF SOCIAL NETWORKS
The choices of learning instances are prominent in social network to define different notions of competing and address the problem of influence limitation where a "bad" or "poor" campaign starts propagating from a certain node in the network and use the notion of limiting campaigns to counteract the effect of misinformation. The typical strategy of propagating the information is a greedy approach of expansion of learning and finally turns to be NP complete problem (Non Polynomial) on social network in the form of selection and herding behavior of financial markets [7] .
An individual's decision whether to adopt a product or innovation will be highly dependent on the choices made by the individual's peers or neighbors in the social network. The plug-ins given in Facebook while making selections as "likes" and "dislikes" could define the overall ratings of learning for specific events as well.
Another interesting proposition on learning and investigation could be online recording of social interactions and personal experiences. A natural extension of learning, recording and analysis here would be to examine the dynamics of emotions in online interactive contexts, particularly in the realm of contagion [8] . If emotional contagion is observable, we would then be in a position to characterize its nature on the spectrum from analogous to an infectious disease [9] .
Following the behavior of distributive environment of learning, information cascades are far more complex objects and heir dynamics are richly varied and intermittent and they can go almost each level of information propagation and aggregation for economic and political behaviour. In motion picture industry the model is well placed and commercially viable [10].
A. Learning towards Decision making with Natural Agents
Considering the discussion, we would like to explore the research challenges that whether the learning in social network functionally resolves to decision making process? While addressing the issue, we incorporate the contribution of natural agents in decision making process to support the postulates on learning and decision making scenario. Natural ant colony is one of the vertical agent to achieve the conceptual and schematic model proposed for learning oriented decision making in social paradigms. Fig.1 ). 
B. Ant Colony Optimization: Background and Functionalities

C. Decision making with Ants: Facts and postulates under Social networks
Considering the above background, of Ant colony optimization, it is not still ideally equipped, with all other required artifacts of specific applications for making decisions for social networks. To start with the pivotal concept for all application, we envisage several recently accomplished research, which clearly demonstrate the following anomalies:
• Configuring Ant colony with the specific parameters of application, declared as Preprocessing and the problem becomes lucid if it contemplates with graph structure.
• Feature selection for social structure and network
• Optimizing the resources according to maximization of output minimizing constraints for group of features selected.
• To track the pheromone deposition and evaporation during the graph traversal.
• Finally the selection of optimized ants and the path traversed.
• Stopping criteria for ants.
The interesting nodal concepts of generic ACO model for decision making are to incorporate the multi-agent framework that emulates the foraging behaviour of real ants. There may be more than two paths, if available to the agents, and then each agent chooses a path to traverse with a probability biased by the magnitude of the "artificial" pheromone on the path. The probability value is heuristic; therefore the decision value may initially be little crude. There is also a path length by which ant spends at each path with duration. The learning scheme can be associated with those decision and path selection bias so that in every iteration decisions will be finer and prone to error free.
We investigate an introductory framework of learning under social network, based on Ant colony optimization. The learning is recursive in nature.
The X i (n)'s denote the utility associated with path i as learned by the agents after n time steps and a(n)'represents decreasing scalar step sizes that represent the learning rate of the multi-agent system, i τ denotes the pheromone strength on path i at time n. This scheme of learning could be helpful if the expression could assist in designing of remembering pheromone trace on a particular path which has been declared as popular. Hence, the pheromone deposition and evaporation mechanism becomes more flexible.
D. Use Case Approach to measure Learning Efficacy
We envisage typical use case approach to achieve learning ability from social network sites. The flow diagram can be presented as under:
Fig. 4 Use Case Flow Points
The flow presented demonstrate three basic blocks, emphasizing, mediation (comprising cases, a pattern and activities), learning block and belief updation with refinement scheme. Mediating terms essentially signifies the activity measure under a particular category of social network, which assists in learning process. Finally, the belief and updation of own likes/dislikes could be modified according to the pattern of learning. The process is stochastic and at any point of time, the process is subjected to influence a new cluster of interests across the learners.
IV. CONCLUSION AND RELEVANCE OF STUDY
The paper explores different interesting learning behavior pre dominant in social network and social or network based organizations,. While doing so, the paper also makes an attempt to define how learning could be important to accomplish decision on social network. The nature of decision must be optimized in nature and thus learning also can be preceded with the natural optimized agents e.g. ant colony. The extension of this study could further reveal the efficacy of such system and thereby it will lead towards a decision making on social network sites by participants. The proposal is an elementary idea, which might be validated with real data and event logs from different social network sites e.g. FaceBook. The large content of information at social network thus can be utilized as on line decision making activity blending machine learning, feature selection and clustering with more judicious policies.
